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See the wild horses run! The Pryor Mountain Mustangs have roamed the high desert and mountains

of the American West for centuries. Descended from steeds brought over by the Spanish

conquistadores, their untamable nature and enduring courage inspire awe in all who have the

chance to see them. Photographer Lynne Pomeranz spent two years with these magnificent

creatures along the Montana-Wyoming state line, and her startlingly intimate photographs capture

the resilience and free spirit that define these mustangs.Â 
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I have never read a book like this....where the pictures and the text are SO linked and pertinent to

each other. Each word of each sentence flows so evenly and beautifully. The photos were exquisite

and were full of impact. The story of horses in the wild...living the way God meant for them.....is SO

dramatic and tragic at the same time. I can only imagine how wonderful it would be to observe the

Pryor Mountain Mustang's daily life myself. This is also a story of how people and politics, past and

present, have done such a horrible job in preserving our heritage..... as illustrated with these

wonderful, wild and ancient horses. Luckily, there are a few caring people, like the author Lynne

Pomeranz, who are able to open the eyes of other caring people with books such as this one.

While first perusing and then going back to carefully read this incredible pictoral essay of these

magnificent animals, I felt awe and respect for both the animals and their resilience in nature.The



photos evoked in me curiousity and want to see these animals, but also tremendous admiration for

the sensitive work of Photographer Lynner Pomeranz. For in her gentle way, we see the texture,

color and beauty and the plight of one of the last wild herds of stallions. To see the rugged

environment in which these animals survive, brings about a connection with the animals, the land,

and the spirit of the horses captured through the lens of this photographer.The text is supportive and

helped me to understand the plight of these horses. So many times the text can get in the way of

the photos, but in this case it was interesting and informative.A truly amazing book.

AMONG WILD HORSES: A PORTRAIT OF THE PRYOR MOUNTAIN MUSTANGS is a gorgeous

image-laden photography book from an art photography who spent two years tracking and

photographing the Pryor Mountain Mustangs. Her full-page, full color photos of these wild horses in

nature are unique and gorgeous: observations of their special challenges and actions accompany

the visual treat.Diane C. DonovanCalifornia Bookwatch

very good book with nice pictures and a very good description of the hourses that I know very well.

The book inspire me a lot and it is a diving in a wonderful ocean of wild life. It was a terrific gift that

my dad bought for me. Alex

Very nice pictures and such a touching story. I gave this as a gift to a friend and it inspired her to

donate to a fund to support wild horses in America.

Great book.I have actually seen these horses that are talked about in this book. It is all true.

This is a gem, just stunning photography but also you can learn so so much about horses and the

way they are supposed to live. A book you can read a hundred times and can pick up every other

day to admire the photos!
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